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The life of the average soldier at the onset of the American Revolution in words and photographs.In

1775, at the beginning of the American War of Independence, the men who stood up to the British

Regulars were men and boys, farmers, laborers, and artisans. Most procured their own weapons

and fought without pay against overwhelming odds. Th is book offers modern readers a colorful

glimpse into the day-to-day conditions of an average soldier through photographs of actual artifacts

and exacting, historically accurate reproductions of soldiersâ€™ clothing, supplies, and

equipment.While other books examine the American Revolution from a political, military, or tactical

perspective, this book focuses on day-to-day life and the human experience of the Revolutionary

War soldier, the everyman who fought and won freedom for us all.
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This would be a good "Beginner's Guide" to the American MILITIA soldier of the Revolutionary War.

The photography was excellent but it was too brief overall. Only a few pages were devoted to the

British units and there was NOTHING on the French or German troops. I'd like to see the author



EXPAND on the topic and cover the uniformed companies, the Black soldiers and sailors and the

role that women played in the conflict. Adding chapters on camp life and skills, living conditions and

how a battle was conducted in the 18th century would really improve this book. With the quality of

research and the reproduction clothing and patterns available today, this could be an

OUTSTANDING volume!

Excellent photos on content also go though short.

This is a great book. It is very short but super informative. It definitely leaves you wanting more! You

get history and colorful pictures on glossy paper. I have recently rekindled my love of Revolutionary

War history and this book has only fueled the fire! It is great for a youngster or an oldster.I would like

the authors to write more like this.

The information is good, but very basic; mainly a picture of each piece of clothing or equipment

likely to have been used by this individual soldier. However the soldier is a civilian garbed Militia

man. The book title could very wll have been "New England Militia Of The American Revolution" or

"Minite Man Of The American Revolution". One good picture of a Continental Soldier in full uniform

(like the ones of the British regulars) would have added another star to my review.

The layout is a bit awkward but the information is a fun and easy reference. Good information for a

young adult getting started in re-enactment.

This is a good first choice book for folks interested in the early stages of the AWI beyond the

average history book. As stated it is a visual reference of using extensive photographs of modern

reenactors and their arms, equipment and the personal items used in the daily lives of these milita

soldiers. Also included is a very brief review of the British regulars.

Nice book a bit simple. Would be nice if it had more details and photos

very nice informative book.
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